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~t’s put renewed emphasis on personal hygiene and 
~gineering controls to reverse this trend. 
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S~,luorin e Levels~ 

August 31, 198h 

Since our meeting on the latest results of Building 15 organic 
fluorine levels, test results have been distributed to Bldg. 15 
employees. In addition, ~ have now re-sampled.~id~. I~ worke~ 
!or updated organic fluo{~ne measurements.. 

The Sests results that were reviewed at our meeting seem to 
substantiate a tren4 that has been developin~ over the past 12-18 
months - ~ tendency for these levels in a number of people to no 
longer show the ’~revious pattern of decline~ in fact~ a fain 
number are now demonstrating an increase in blood fluorine levels. 
~andling proc~ures, proper use of protective equipment, 
~howering, etc. may obviously be important factors in the ~hanges 
being seen. UnforZunately, our sampling h~d not allowed 
sufficient time to elapse since you initiated a major program to 
review personnel handling of fluorochemicals. Therefore, our most 
recent testing will of great interest. 

However, unless we see some evidence of improvement in this last 
batch of ~ests from Bld~, I~? we musi view ~is present trend vlth 
~erious concern. It is certainly possible t~a% 
~oncen~rat~d production of these surfactants in Bldg. 15, and 
despite otu- ~ontrols, exposure opportunities are providing 
potential" u~take of fluorochemicals that exceeds excretion 
capabilizies of the body. If this is true, additional protective 
measures will be needed. 

I am enclosin£ some copies of the slides that demonstrate the 
above si%uatlon. As soon ~s we receive the recent test sampling, 

WeDEB~cr "viii ~in~~contact ~wlth you. 
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